Reading pie charts - answers

1. Are people more likely to read fiction or a magazine? The sector for fiction is larger than the one for magazines so, yes people are more likely to read fiction than a magazine.

2. Which two types of reading are more popular than the internet? Newspapers and fiction are more popular than reading the internet. We can see this as their sectors are larger than the one for the internet.

3. What type of reading takes the smallest amount of time per day? The smallest sector is for reference books so the least amount of time must be spent reading these.

4. Which two countries give their patients the most time? The two biggest sectors tell us which countries give their patients the most time. They are Switzerland and Belgium.

5. Which two countries give their patients the least time? The two smallest sectors tell us which two countries give their patients the least time. They are Spain and Germany.
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6. How is the UK sector shown? The UK sector is shaded with horizontal lines, like these:

7. Which country gives their patients about the same amount of time as the UK? The country that gives their patients about the same amount of time as the UK is Netherlands.